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16.1. Introduction
In this lesson, it is explained how the security server displays information about the availability, the
state of registration and the validity of certificates, keys and/or security tokens. The following
certificate states are discussed:

Availability states of security tokens, keys and certificates (gray, yellow or white),
Registration states of the signing certificate (registered or deleted),
Registration states of the authentication certificate (saved, registration in progress, registered,
global error, deletion in progress or deleted), and
Validity states of certificates (unknown, suspended, good, expired, revoked or disabled).

Upon completion of this lesson you will understand the information that the security server displays
about the states of your certificates.

You will need 10-15 minutes to pass this lesson.



16.2. Availability states of security tokens, keys and
certi�cates
To display the availability of tokens, keys and certificates the following background colors are used in
the "Keys and Certificates" view.

Gray background
The object is not available to the security server. Certificates on the gray background cannot be
used for mediating messages.

Yellow background
The object is available to the security server, but the object's information has not been saved to
the security server configuration. For example, a smartcard could be connected to the server, but
the certificates on the smartcard may not have been imported to the server. Certificates on the
yellow background cannot be used for mediating messages.

White background
The object is available to the security server and the object's information has been saved to the
security server's configuration. Certificates on the white background can be used for mediating
messages.

The key device's and the key's information is automatically saved to the configuration when a certificate
associated with either of them is imported to the security server, or when a certificate signing request is
generated for the key. Similarly, the key device's and the key's information is deleted from the security
server configuration automatically upon the deletion of the last associated certificate or certificate
signing request. 



16.3. Registration states of certi�cates
Registration states indicate if and how a certificate can be used in the X-Road system.

In the "Keys and Certificates" view, a certificate's registration states (except "Deleted") are displayed
in the "Status" column. 

Certificates need to be validated by the X-Road central server. This
is done manually and during working hours. Therefore, it may take
some time before the registration state of the certificate changes.



16.4. Registration states of the signing certi�cate
A security server signing certificate can be in one of the following registration states.

Registered
The certificate has been imported to the security server and saved to its configuration. A signing
certificate in a “Registered” state can be used for signing X-Road messages.

Deleted
The certificate has been deleted from the server configuration. If the certificate is in the
“Deleted” state and stored on a hardware key device connected to the security server, the
certificate is displayed on a yellow background.



16.5. Registration states of the authentication certi�cate
A security server authentication certificate can be in one of the following registration states.

Saved
The certificate has been imported to the security server and saved to its configuration, but the
certificate has not been submitted for registration.

Registration in progress
An authentication certificate registration request has been created and sent to the central server,
but the association between the certificate and the security server has not yet been approved.

Registered
The association between the authentication certificate and the security server has been approved
in the central server. Security certificate on registered state can be used for creating secure data
exchange channel for changing X-Road messages.

Global error
The association between the authentication certificate and the security server has been revoked in
the central server.

Deletion in progress
The authentication certificate deletion request has been transmitted to the central server. The user
can force this state transition even if the sending of the authentication certificate deletion request
fails.

Deleted
The certificate has been deleted from the security server configuration.



16.6. Validity states of certi�cates
Validity states indicate if the Online Certificate Status Protocol response (OCSP response) is valid or
not.

In the "Keys and Certificates" view, the certificate's validity states are displayed in the "OCSP
response" column. Validity states (except "Disabled") are displayed for certificates that are in the
"Registered" registration state.

A security server certificate can be in one of the following validity states.

Unknown (validity information missing)
The certificate does not have a valid OCSP response (the OCSP response validity period is set by
the X-Road governing authority) or the last OCSP response was either “Unknown” (the
responder doesn't know about the certificate being requested) or an error.

Suspended
The last OCSP response about the certificate was "Suspended".

Good (valid)
The last OCSP response about the certificate was "Good". Only certificates with status “Good”
can be used for signing queries or connecting the security servers.

Expired
The certificate's validity end date has passed. The certificate is not active and OCSP queries are
not performed about it.

Revoked
The last OCSP response about the certificate was "revoked". The certificate is not active and
OCSP queries are not performed about it.

Disabled
The user has marked the certificate as disabled. The certificate is not active and OCSP queries are
not performed about it.



16.7. Summary

In X-Road security server, certificates can only be used for
mediating messages when they are (in the “Keys and Certificates”
view):

on the white background (means the certificate is available to the security
server),

in a “Registered” state (in the “Status” column; means the certificate is
registered), and

in a “Good” state (in the “OCSP response” column; means the certificate is
valid).


